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The differential cross section as a function of the dijet invariant mass has been measured in 1.8 
TeV ppbar collisions. A comparison to leading order QCD predictions is presented as well as a study of 
tbe sensitivity of the mass specmtm to the gluon radiation. The need to lake radiation into account 
requires the study of its spatial distribution and the comparison of the data to the predictions of shower 
Monte Carlo programs like Isajet and Herwig. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
We measured the differential cross section of the process p + pbar -+ jet + jet + X 

2s a function of the dijet invariant mass. The measurement was performed with the CDF 

detector’) at a center of mass energy of 1.8 TeV at the Tevatron Collider in Fermilab. 

The present analysis is based on the sample of events collected in the 1988/89 run, 

amounting to a total integrated luminosity of 4.65 pb-‘. 

The interest for such a measurement comes from different points of view. 

a) It constitutes an important check of the QCD theoretical predictions and a probe for 

the possible internal structum of the quarks2). 

b) New and unexpected physics can show up as resonance bumps in the mass 

spectrum or, for negative results, limits can be defined on the mass of new particles 

as in the case of the axigluon3). 

c) A detailed study of the dependence of the mass spectrum on the number of jets 

helps in the difficult issue of analyzing the characteristics of gluon radiation in the 

parton-parton scattering process. 

2. THE DLJET MASS SPECTRUM 

2.1 Trigger 

The events used in the analysis come from the JET-20, JJZT-40, and JET-60 

online triggers. These triggers basically require the presence of at least one energy 

cluster in the calorimeter with a PansverSe energy greater than, respectively, 20,40, and 

60 GeV. 

* see Appendix 
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2.2 Clustering Algorithm 

The clustering algorithm?), which exploits the projective tower geometry of the 

CDF calorimeter, produces a list of energy clusters. It uses the following parameters: 

Cone radius R = (A(p2 + An ) 2 l/* = 0.7 (the radius of the region where the 

calorimeter energy is integrated). 

Tower threshold E, = 0.2 GeV (the energy threshold for a calorimeter tower to 

enter the cluster energy sum). 

Seed tower threshold Eseed = 1 GeV (the threshold for a tower to initiate the cluster 

search). 

The algorithm also gives the momentum of each cluster, assuming a massless 

particle for each calorimeter tower belonging to the cluster. 

2.3 Energy Scale 

The jet energy can be obtained from the cluster energy through an appropriate 

correction factor. CDF has a complete set of pseudorapidity dependent correction 

factors, obtained by a detailed study of p-pbar data, test beam data and Monte Carlo 

simulations5). 

For this analysis the jet energy (momentum) is defined as the total energy 

(momentum) of all the particles (leptons, mesons and baryons) exiting the primary 

vertex within a cone of fixed radius R = 0.7. As an example, although both charged 

tracks in fig. 1 hit the calorimeter outside the jet cone, the solid track is included in the 

jet definition while the dashed one is not. The correction factor takes into account the 

detector effects only, like the calorimeter response and the magnetic bending of the 

charged tracks. 

It should be pointed out that no attempt is made to reconstruct the energy of the 

parton from which the jet originates. This “instrumental” jet definition is less model 

dependent than others and hopefully makes comparison of meamrement with theoretical 

prediction less difficult, especially for higher order QCD calculations. 

2.4 Event Selection 

The criteria for the event selection are listed below. 

a) 1 Gmex I < 60 cm; the longitudinal coordinate of the primary vertex was required to 

be within 60 cm of the center of the detector. This fiducial cut keeps the events 

inside the geometrical acceptance of the detector. 

b) I Atp I < 20”; the two leading jets where required to be back to back within 20” in the 
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aansverse plane. This is a loose cut to select two jet events. 

c, ’ Yboost I < 0.4, I Y’ I < 0.4; the cross section was integrated over this rapidity 

region where Yboost = (Yt + Ya) / 2 is the rapidity of the center of mass of the 

two leading jets and Y’ = (Y, - Ya) / 2 is the rapidity of the fist jet in the center 

of mass frame. This cut also implies that both jets are measured by the central 

calorimeter. 

2.5 Results 

The invariant mass was calculated as Mjj = [(E,+E# - (Pl+P#]*‘a. where Ei 

and Pi are the measured energies and momenta of the two leading jets. Fig. 2 shows 

the plot of the differential cross section do/dMjj as a function of the dijet invariant mass 

MU. The dots represent the experimental points with their statistical errors. It should be 

nored that the measurement extends over a range of nearly 6 orders of magnitude. 

The two solid lines across the plot define a band of uncertainty in the theoretical 

prediction (see below). 

The relative systematic error on the cross section is roughly constant with the mass 

and smaller than 30%. Fig. 3 shows a breakdown of the systematic error into the main 

contributions9 as a function of me invariant mass. 

The smearing effect on the data points due to the finite resolution of the Mjj 

measurement has been taken into account and fig. 2 shows the points after the 

unsmearing correction’). Because of the low statistics at high masses the pior has been 

rebinned into larger bins for Mjj > 400 GeV. The data before the unsmearing and the 

rebinning are shown in fig. 4 for reference. 

3. COMPARISON WITH THEORY 

3.1 QCDLeadingOrder 

To obtain the theoretical band in fig. 2 we calculated the predictions for the 2 + 2 

QCD diagrams, varying the Q* within the range 0.5 Pta < Q* < 2 P;2 and using different 

parametrizations for the structure functions, namely EHLQl, DOl, D02, CiHR**a.s). 

The band in fig. 2 is the envelope of all the predictions for different Q* and structure 

functions. 

It should be noted that these QCD predictions refer to the leading order QCD matrix 

element and do not take into account gluon radiation from the initial and final state 

pat-tons. 
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To get a feeling for the sensitivity of the mass specnum to the compositeness of the 

quarks, we superimposed the data onto the predictions obtained adding an effective 

4-quark contact interaction’) to the standard QCD lagrangian. Fig. 5 shows the 

prediction for different values of the compositeness energy A’; as A’ + = the 

prediction approaches the pure QCD calculation. At energies less than the 

compositeness scale, a possible srructure should show up as an increase of cross section 

at high masses. 

The comparison wirh the data is done on an absolute scale withour relative 

normalization between dara and theoretical curve. Moreover the curve is calculated at 

fixed Q2 = P,* and for only one structure function, name!y EHLQI. i\ more detailed 

compositeness analysis will require normalizing the theoretical curve to the dara at lower 

masses as well as varying rhe QZ and the structure functions. This analysis is in our 

plans for rhe near future. 

3. QZD RADIATION 

4.1 Effect of Radiation 

As we said, a direct comparison of the measured mass spectrum with the 2 + 2 

QCD calculations does not include the possibility of gluon radiation which generates 

secondary jets. 

To measure the effect of the radiation on the cross section we added the non-leading 

jets in the computation of the invariant mass, whenever the distance (in 11-9 space) from 

one of the leading jets was smaller than a fixed radius q,,,. The cut is intended to reject 

the jets generated by initial state radiation, which are likely to be away from the 

directions of the final state partons. We then looked at the dependence of the mass 

specuum on the value of k,,, 

Fig. 6 shows how the cross section changes as R,,, changes. The dependence on 

R,,is shown more clearly on the linear scales of fig. 7. This figure shows, for 

different values of the sum cone radius R,,, the ratio of the mass spectrum with the jet 

merging to the mass specuum of the two leading jets. The effect grows up to a factor 2 

for a radius R,, = 1.6. 

4.2 Distribution of Radiation 

To understand where the non-leading jets responsible for the increase of the cross 

section in fig. 6-7 come from, we plotted the position of the third jet with respect to the 
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leading jets (the jets are numbered with decreasing transverse energy order). In the 

scatter plot of fig. 8 each point refers to the position of the third jet in one event. The 

horizontal axis represents the cp distance between the third jet and the second jet, while 

the vertical axis represents the n distance. The second jet in the scatter plot is at the 

origin. 

Much energy is clustered near the second jet; the probability for the ener,T to come 

from the final state is higher when approaching the leading clusters, while the initial state 

bremssuahlung is expected IO be less correlated with them. To further investigate the 

dynamical information contained in the scatter plot of fig. 8. we looked for some 

suitable variables which could exhibit dynamical properties. 

We will see in the next paragraph an example of such a variable. but it is worth 

underlining here that the intluence of the gluon radiation requires the use of shower 

Monte Carlo programs, like for example Isajet la), as tools for comparing data with 

theory. These Monte Carlos provide a way for handling the radiation which is 

complementary to the higher order QCD calcuiations. Because of the re!evance of the 

radiation and its simulation, we are testing and comparing the data with the predictions 

from two of the more widely used shower Monte Carlo programs: Isajer and Herwig”). 

4.3 Comparing Isajet and Herwig 

One interesting characteristic of the radiation, that allows a direct comparison 

between different Monte Carlos, is its spatial distribution around the second jet. The 

distribution has been studied as described in the following. 

a) We took the scatter plot in fig. 8, which represents the density p(Acp, An) of the 

third jet in the space around the second jet. 

b) We changed the coordinates from the “Cartesian” A’p, Aq to the “polar” R, a (see 

fig. 8 for a clear definition of R and a) and we defined the density as a function of 

the new coordinates o(R, a) = p(Acp, Aq). 

C) We divided the scatter plot into a number of slices, each slice having a fixed value 

of the “polar” angle a. 

d) We studied the a dependence of the third jet distribution o, integrating the density 

on each slice over the range 1.5 < R < 3.14: jo(R, a)RdR. 

Fig. 9 shows the density of the third jet, integrated over R, as a function of a. This 

plot shows an enhancement of the density at tx = 90’. For comparison we simulated 

events using the Isajet and Herwig Monte Carlos together with the CDF detector 

simulator QFLt9, and we applied the same analysis program to the simulated events as 
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we appiied to the reai data. The plots so obtained are shown in fig. 10. As it turns out 

from this figure, Isajet does not reproduce the enhancement at high a, whiie Herwig 

does a better job. 

Looking back to fig. 8, it turns out that a = 90’ means small Acp and small distance 

from the piane defmed by the second jet and the beam axis (which is the plane identified 

by A’p = 0). This suggests that the enhancement may come from an effect of 

interference between coherent colored radiation from the initial and the final partonstl). 

If this is the case, the difference between Isajet and Herwig is easily expiained by the 

different way the two programs deal with the radiation: incoherently the first and 

coherently the second. 

At any rate much work remains to be done on the subject of QCD radiation and 

comparison between shower Monte Carlos, before having enough confidence on the 

detailed verification of theoretical predictions. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

a) We measured the differential cross section do/dMjj as a function of the invariant 

mass Mij. 

b) A first comparison to the theoretical prediction from 2 + 2 QCD calculations is 

OK, and further analysis is under way to give a quantitative limit for quark 

compositeness. 

c) The mass spectrum is more exclusive than the E, spectrum and it is more sensitive 

to the details of the QCD radiation, allowing a deeper probing of theoretical 

predictions. 

d) The spatial distribution of the 3rd jet shows a discrepancy from the Isajet prediction 

and it is in better agreement with Herwig. 

e) We have in progress detailed tests on possible structures in the mass spectrum to 

give limits on the axigluon mass and to search for bumps, using cuts that enhance 

the jet energy resolution. 
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